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1/ The largest unit of grammar is the: 

a- Morpheme 
b- Work 
c- Clause 
d- Sentence 

2/ A sentence which gives information is called a: 

a- Statement 
b- Question 
c- Exclamation 
d- Command 

3/ Which of the following is an example of an exclamation sentence? 

a- Ahmed is here 
b- Excellent ! 
c- Is he studying? 
d- Open the door 

4/ Which if the following underlined verbs is intransitive? 

a- Students study 
b- He gave me a book 
c- I saw Ahmed yesterday 
d- Ali needs a pen 

5/ “Ali’s father gave him a gift” Which of the following is an indirect object? 

a- Ali 
b- Father 
c- Him 
d- Gift 

6/ Which if the following NPs is a nominal group? 

a- Ahmed  
b- They 
c- A green car 
d- We all 

7/ Which of the following is NOT a pronoun? 

a- Mine 
b- Himself 
c- Something 
d- The 
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8/” Khalid told them that someone left the door open” What is the proper noun in this sentence? 

a- Khild 
b- Them 
c- Someone 
d- door 

9/ Choose the sentence where the common noun “pen” is used to refer to the class as a whole 
(generic) 

a- Saleh gave me a pen 
b- Pens are used for writing and drawing 
c- I bought a pen from the bookstore 
d- There were a lot of pens on the desk 

10/ Which of the following sentences is NOT corrct? 

a- My family is here 
b- My family are here 
c- Bread is cheap in this shop 
d- Bread are cheap in this shop 

11/ “Ahmed sold the old car to me” The pre-modifier in the sentence is  

a- Ahmed  
b- Old 
c- Car 
d- Me 

12/ “Many people watch the program every week” The underlined determiner is a/an 

a- Article 
b- Demonstrative 
c- Quantifier 
d- Possessive 

13/ Which of the following is a masculine third person singular pronoun? 

a- He 
b- It 
c- We 
d- You 

14/ Which of the following is a first person plural pronoun? 

a- We  
b- You 
c- They 
d- She 
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15/ In an imperative , the ________ is usually unstated word in the statement? 

a- Verb 
b- Complement 
c- Object 
d- Subject 

16/  Verbs that do not show tense, person and number are called ? 

a-  possessive  
b- participle  
c- non -finite  
d- finite 

17/ Which of the following underlined words is a finite verb? 

a- He is making some coffee 
b- He made some coffee 
c- Spend more time reading books  
d- Spend time together with your friends 

18/ Which of the following underlined word is a non-finite verb? 

a- He is making some coffee 
b- He made some coffee 
c- Spend more time reading books 
d- Spend time together with your friends 

19/ “He is not coming” What is the operator in this sentence? 

a- Coming 
b- Is  
c- Not 
d- There is no operator in this sentence 

20/ “Have you any money?” What is the operator in this sentence? 

a- Have 
b- You 
c- Any 
d- There is no operator in this sentence 

21/ Which of the following underlined NPs functions as a complement? 

a- Ahmed’s uncle lives in Riyadh 
b- The teacher gave the students exercises  
c- Ahmed’s uncle is a successful businessman 
d- My brother Saleh studies at KFU 
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22/ Which of the following underlined NPs functions as an object? 

a- Ahmed’s uncle lives in Riyadh 
b- The teacher gave the students exercises  
c- Ahmed’s uncle is a successful businessman 
d- My brother Saleh studies at KFU 

23/ Which of the following underlined NPs functions as an appositive? 

a- Ahmed’s uncle lives in Riyadh 
b- The teacher gave the students exercises  
c- Ahmed’s uncle is a successful businessman 
d- My brother Saleh studies at KFU 

24/ “Dr. Omer, my Linguistics professor, published an important book” The underlined NP is 

a- An indirect object 
b- A direct object 
c- A non-restrictive appositive 
d- A restrictive appositive 

25/ “They sill visit us on Monday” The meaning expressed by the prepositional phrase is 

a- Place 
b- Instrument 
c- Manner 
d- Time 

26/- “A complement is a/an_______ part of the sentence” Choose the missing word in this statement 

a-  additional 
b- Optional 
c- Necessary 
d- Removable  

27/ “The students finished their exam in 2 hours” What is the adjunct in this sentence? 

e- The students 
f- Finished 
g- Their exam 
h- In 2 hours 

28/ “The lazy student fell asleep” The predicative adjective in this sentence is  

a- Asleep  
b- Lazy 
c- Fell 
d- Student 
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29/ Adjectives that express a condition or quality of which there are degrees are called 

a- Gradable adectives  
b- Excessive adjectives 
c- Predicatives adjectives 
d- Attributive adjectives 

30/ Which of the following adjectives in NOT Gradavle? 

a- Complete 
b- Good 
c- Smart 
d- Beautiful 

31/ “The elderly must be respected” What is the function of the adective? 

a- Modifier in a NP 
b- Head of a NP 
c- Object 
d- Comlement 

32/ “the students have an exam this afternoon” What is the form of the underlined adverbial? 

a- Noun phrase 
b- Perpoitional  
c- Finite clause 
d- Non-finite clause 

33/ “we were waiting in the lobby” What is the form of the underlined adverbial?  

a- Noun phrase 
b- Prepositional phrase 
c- Finite clause 
d- Non-finite clause 

34/ “he always finished the exam quickly” What is the advervial of frequency in this sentence? 

a- Always 
b- Exam 
c- Quickly 
d- Finishes 

35/ Which of the following phrases has an adverb modifying an adverb? 

a- Directly through 
b- Completely new 
c- Nearby hotel 
d- Very often 
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36/ Which of the following phrases has an adveb modifying a noun? 

a- Directly through 
b- Completely new 
c- Nearby hotel 
d- Very often 

37/ “My brother an sister went to Dammam” What is the coordinating conjunction in this sentence? 

a- To 
b- My 
c- Wnet 
d- And 

38/ “We use conjunctions to________ grammatical units in a sentence” 

a- Complete 
b- Connect 
c- Simplify 
d- Remove 

39/ “The old man and the young boy crossed the street” In this sentence we have coordination of  

a- Words 
b- Phrases 
c- Clauses 
d- Sentences 

40/ “Clauses in a compound sentence are coordinate. They are call _________ clauses”  

a- Independent  
b- Dependent 
c- Complex 
d- Optional 

41/ “My neighbor is going on a trip and he will take his family with him” Which of the following is 
optional(can be deleted) in this sentence? 

a- My neighbor  
b- He 
c- His family 
d- Him 

42/ Which of the following is true when we compare direct and indirect reported speech? 

a- Indirct reported speech is quoting by using quotion marks 
b- Direct reported speech is rephrasing by using a subordinate that-clause 
c- Indirect reported speech is rephrasing by using a subordinate that-clause 
d- Direct reported speech is rephrasing by using quotion marks 
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43/ “Children depend on what their parents tell them” What is the function of the subordinate 
clause? 

a- Subject 
b- Opject 
c- Complement 
d- Appositive 

 

44/ “What he discovered was important for science” What is the function of the subordinate clause? 

a- Subject 
b- Opject 
c- Comlement 
d- Appositive 

 

45/ Which of the following complex sentences has a relative clause? 

a- The man says that the road is closed 
b- Everyone could see that he was happy 
c- The question is what happened here 
d- The macnine which makes plastic bottles is broken 

 

46/ Which of the following is NOT a relative pronoun? 

a- Who 
b- Which 
c- Whose 
d- Either 

 

47/ Personal relative pronouns are used to talk about 

a- Objects 
b- Places  
c- Humans 
d- Ideas 
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48/ Which od the following is an advervial clause of time? 

a- I met Ahmed in 2005 
b- I met Ahmed when I was Travelling 
c- He parked his car where there is a parking sign 
d- He drives as his father did 

49/ Which of the following is an adverbial clause of place? 

a- I met Ahmed in 2005 
b-  I met Ahmed when I was travelling 
c- He parked his car where there is a prking sign 
d- He drives as his father did 

 

50/ “Return my book if you finish reading it” The underlined clause is  

a- Conditional clause 
b- Comparision clause 
c- Reason clause  
d- Purpose clause 


